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SUMMARY
Aspects of non-nested and non-structured multigrid methods with applications to twodimensional elastic problems were presented in a companion paper [5] by the current authors,
Non-Nested and Non-Structured Multigrid Methods Applied to Elastic Problems, Part I: The
Two-Dimensional Case. In this paper a review of some multigrid strategies, procedures for
geometric search to implement transfer operators, expressions for calculating the number of operations and memory space, and aspects of convergence are presented. Three-dimensional elastic
problems are solved by multigrid, sparse Gaussian elimination, and conjugate gradient methods.
The number of operations and memory requirements are compared.

1 Introduction
The main feature of multigrid methods is an asymptotic linear cost of O(N ) for the solution of N th -order systems of equations. For this purpose, a sequence of meshes with di erent
re nement levels is used to obtain the solution on the nest mesh. Based on the smoothing
property of relaxation methods and concepts like nested iteration and correction schemes, many
multigrid strategies can be de ned [3, 5, 4, 9].
Traditionally, multigrid methods have been used with problems discretized with nested
meshes. Thus, unknowns on a coarse mesh are also ne mesh unknowns. Diculties arise
when applying multigrid methods to hard engineering problems with complex geometries where
nested grids are not appropriate. By using non-nested approximation spaces this diculty can be
overcome. Hence, the solution of hard engineering problems with the optimal order of multigrid
methods can be obtained.
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by

The weak (or variational) formulation for the linear elastic problem in a domain
Z

T (w) E (v) dV =

Z

Z

is given

v dA + f  v dV; 8v 2 V ;
(1)
where V is the vector space of admissible displacements, T is the Cauchy stress tensor, and f
;2

is the body force vector eld [15]. For a linear elastic problem, the stress tensor is related to
the in nitesimal strain tensor E(w) = 12 rw + rwT linearly as T = C [E] = 2E + (tr E)I,
where C is the elasticity tensor, w is the displacement vector eld, and  and  are the Lame's
coecients. The essential and natural boundary conditions on @ are de ned by w = 0 for
x 2 ;1 and Tn =  for x 2 ;2. Here, @ = ;0 [ ;1 [ ;2 and ;0 \ ;1 \ ;2 = ;. ;0 is a part of
the boundary @ without any prescribed boundary condition and  is the surface force vector
eld.
The approximated solution of the linear elastic problem requires solving a system of equations
Au = b, where A is a symmetric matrix of order N [1].
Many concepts of multigrid methods like nested iterations, a coarse grid correction scheme,
a variational formulation for transfer operators, multigrid strategies, and a C++ implementation were presented in [5]. Results for two-dimensional linear elastic examples discretized with
non-structured, non-nested triangle meshes were also presented. This paper is a continuation of
[5]. In the current paper we consider three-dimensional problems with non-nested meshes. We
brie y review the most common multigrid strategies, geometric search techniques for the implementation of transfer operators, and general convergence aspects. For the examples studied, an
average solution cost close to the optimal linear order is obtained. The results are compared with
sparse Gaussian elimination and iterative methods based on conjugate gradient techniques [1, 3].
Results for adaptive non-nested multigrid methods applied to elastic problems are described in
[4].

2 Multigrid Strategies
Figure 1 shows some commonly used multigrid schemes. The V and W cycles are based
on the recursive application of the coarse grid correction scheme. For the V cycle, beginning
on the nest mesh k, 1 pre-relaxations are executed to obtain an initial approximation v for
the solution u of system of equations. The respective residual r = b ; Av is calculated and
projected on the coarse mesh k ; 1 using the restriction operator Ikk;1 . On the coarser meshes
the same procedure is used except that the residual equation Ae = r is solved. On the coarsest
mesh, the error equation is solved by a direct or an iterative method. Corrections e are mapped
to ner levels using the interpolation (prolongation) operator Ikk;1 . The current approximation
is updated as vk vk + Ikk;1 ek and then 2 post-relaxations are applied.
The FMV algorithm uses the concept of nested iterations to obtain a better initial approximation for the intermediate V cycle. Each V cycle is preceded by 0 V cycles on coarser grids.
Au = b is solved on the coarsest mesh and its solution is prolonged as an initial approximation
to the next level using the prolongation operator Ikk;1. Then 0 V cycles are applied, ultimately
obtaining a better approximation on the next ner mesh. This procedure is repeated until the
nest mesh is reached. The FMW technique uses W cycles to obtain a better initial approximation to a next level. It is analogous to the FMV cycle. These procedures are illustrated in
the Figure 1 for 0 = 1.
For nested meshes, the unknowns on a coarse mesh are also on ner meshes. Transfer
operators are relatively simple. For non-nested meshes, the transfer operators are not so simple.
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Figure 1: Multigrid strategies.
A variational formulation for non-nested transfer operators is presented in [5]. For each ner
node we need to know the coarser element which contains the node and the respective values
of the shape functions taken on the local coordinates of the ner node (see Figure 2). Ecient
data structures and procedures must be considered for information retrieval and are discussed
in Section 3.
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Figure 2: Restriction and prolongation operators for 2D non-nested meshes.

3 Information Retrieval
To apply the restriction and prolongation operators on a non-nested mesh the coarser
element containing a given ne node must be known. Further, this must be known for all ne
nodes. This kind of problem is called a geometric search . It is frequently found in areas such as
mesh generation and geometric modeling [7, 10]. In general, given n elements, we want to know
which ones contain a certain point. The trivial (or direct) solution consists of sweeping the list
of elements and checking if a speci ed node is inside one of the elements. The computational
time of this procedure is O(n). Procedures to decrease this linear cost are discussed in [10].
The basic idea of decreasing the cost of the search problem is to divide a region into a set of
cells with simple shapes, making a correspondence of these cells with the elements. Initially, it
is necessary to determine the cell containing the point. Then a search in the elements associated
with the cell is conducted to obtain the element(s) containing the node.
A one time preliminary ordering phase is required. It is conducted by dividing the region
3

into cells and obtaining the associated elements. The corresponding cost is at least O(n), which
is similar to the direct search procedure. Hence, the application of a search procedure is essential
only in cases where the total number of search operations is large. The memory required for
the auxiliary data structures to store cells and their elements must be considered in order to
balance the CPU cost versus the memory space [10].
Four data structures for information retrieval are now discussed. The structures will be referred to as follows: uniform auxiliary mesh, non-uniform auxiliary mesh, quadtree, and uniform
quadtree mesh.
The uniform auxiliary mesh is a rectangle that contains a considered region. It is de ned
and divided into a set of nx  ny cells called the auxiliary mesh (see Figure 3). The extreme
coordinates (Xmin ; Ymin ) and (Xmax ; Ymax ) of the rectangle are obtained from the element vertices. The cell size is s = tm fm , where tm is the average element size and fm is a parameter
than can be modi ed to improve either the CPU time or the memory usage.
There are nx = (Xmax ; Xmin )=s + 1 and ny = (Ymax ; Ymin )=s + 1 subdivisions in the
x and y directions. The cell size in each direction is given by dx = (Xmax ; Xmin)=nx and
dy = (Ymax ; Ymin )=ny . Thus, nx  ny cells are allocated. An initially empty element list is
associated with each cell. For each element, the rectangle (xmin ; ymin )  (xmax ; ymax ) containing
this element is obtained. Cell indices (imin ; jmin )  (imax ; jmax ) intersecting the element are
calculated as imin = (xmin ; Xmin )=dx , jmin = (ymin ; Ymin )=dy , imax = (xmax ; Xmin )=dx
and jmax = (ymax ; Ymin )=dy . The element is included in each cell C (i; j ) with indices in the
range [imin ; imax ]  [jmin ; jmax ]. This procedure is the preliminary ordering phase for this data
structure.
Given a point (x; y), the cell containing this point is found using the expressions i = (x ;
Xmin )=dx and j = (y ; Ymin)=dy . Then the associated element list for this cell is searched to
determine the element containing (x; y).
The principal disadvantage of this method is the treatment of regions with a non-uniform
element size distribution. The memory demand is increased when the cell size is calculated using
the smallest element size. However, the number of elements in some cells can be quite large and
the performance of the search procedure will deteriorate when the cell size is determined using
the average element size.
A compromise is needed in order to create a balance. Consider non-uniform cell sizes, i.e.,
a non-uniform auxiliary mesh. Irregular divisions along each of the Cartesian axes are taken
and the number of associated elements in each cell can be balanced better. Figure 3 shows both
uniform and non-uniform auxiliary meshes with the number of elements in each cell. In both
cases we have used a tensor product auxiliary mesh. In the non-uniform case, the divisions along
each axis coincide with the element vertices based on a minimum cell size. In spite of reducing
the minimum number of elements in each cell, the ordering phase and search algorithm costs
are greater than that for the uniform auxiliary mesh [10].
For an arbitrary element size distribution, the algorithms associated with the uniform auxiliary mesh technique do not work well. A quadtree data structure can be adapted easily to
any set of elements by limiting the maximum number of elements per cell. A quadtree is a
sequence of squares superimposed on the considered region. They are recursively divided and
adjust themselves according to cell and element sizes in each part of the domain. In Figure 4 the
biggest square is the tree root, the squares with no subdivisions are the leaves, and the others
are the branches. Procedures for quadtree data structure creation and information retrieval are
presented in [10] with an overall cost of O(log n).
An uniform quadtree mesh method uses the simplicity of the auxiliary uniform mesh and
the eciency of quadtree data structures. Regions with uniform and non-uniform element size
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Figure 3: Uniform auxiliary and non-auxiliary meshes [10].
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Figure 4: Auxiliary data structure based on quadtree [10].
distributions can be treated easily. An uniform auxiliary mesh is created where its cells are
quadtree roots. In the search procedure the cell containing a given point is determined rst.
Then the quadtree leaf is obtained. Finally, the associated element list is swept to nd the
element.
The quadtree data structure was used to nd the coarser element containing a ner node and
its corresponding linear shape function values in [5]. This information is generated before using a
multigrid algorithm and is stored in a data structure that is accessed each time the interpolation
and restriction operators are used. For three-dimensional problems, an octree data structure is
used instead.

4 Operation Counting and Memory Requirements
Table 2 presents the items used when calculating the number of operations and the amount
of the memory space required for non-nested multigrid methods. They are based on the computational implementation in [3]. Let Nm be the number of meshes. The notation in Table 1 is
used for each mesh i.
The number of operations is obtained by adding up the expressions in Table 2 for relaxations,
direct solution on the coarsest mesh, transfer operators, and calculation of residuals. The equivalent number of nest mesh iterations is obtained by dividing the number of operations by the
cost of one nest mesh iteration of the relaxation scheme.
The higher memory requirements for a multigrid method when compared to a traditional
iterative method is a combination of the extra meshes and the extra space required for the data
5

NITi
CITi

Total number of relaxations conducted in all multigrid cycles
Cost of one iteration of the relaxation scheme
Ni
Number of equations
mi
Average number of non-zero coecients per row of the system
matrix
ni
Total number of times the multigrid technique visited level i
nri
Total number of restriction operations
npi
Total number of prolongation operations
Nnodes
Number of nodes in the considered element
naux
Memory allocation for auxiliary vectors required to implement the
i
relaxation scheme
Ninodes
Total number of nodes
nt = 2:5, neq = 1, ninc = 1:5 For two-dimensional problems
nt = 3:5, neq = 1:5, ninc = 2 For three-dimensional problems
Niels
Total number of elements

Table 1: Notation for calculating the number of operations and memory space.
structures used by the restriction and prolongation operators (e.g., incidence and equation numbering). Therefore it is necessary to take into account the systems of equations (matrix+vectors),
tables of data for operators, equation numbering, and incidence [3]. The total amount of memory required is the sum of all the expressions indicated in Table 2. Assuming 64 bit words, this
8 to convert to kilobytes used.
sum is multiplied by a factor 1024
The remainder of this section justi es the contents of Table 2. We use the table to determine
how much various multigrid components cost.
A Gauss-Seidel procedure was used as the relaxation scheme for all of the multigrid methods.
The cost of one Gauss-Seidel relaxation on mesh i is given by CITi = Ni (2mi ; 1). The
implementation of the Gauss-Seidel procedure for sparse matrices stored in the row compressed
format [1] requires an auxiliary vector, resulting in naux
i = Ni .
On the coarsest mesh we use sparse Gaussian elimination. However, it is sometimes less
costly to apply an iterative procedure when solving the coarsest mesh problem. For example,
using conjugate gradients with a symmetric Gauss-Seidel pre-conditioner [1], the coarsest mesh
solution cost in a multigrid strategy is NIT1  CIT1 = NIT1  [Ni (2mi + 7)].
Consider Figure 2. There are 3 multiplications for each equation of a ne node I when
calculating the restriction or prolongation operators. This results in 3Ni operations for each
level i. For three-dimensional cases discretized with linear tetrahedron the cost is 4Ni .
The cost of the residual calculation on mesh i is equal to the cost of one iteration of the
Gauss-Seidel procedure, i.e., Ni (2mi ; 1). However, the expression given in Table 2 assumes
that the residual is calculated together with Gauss-Seidel and shares part of the computation.
Hence, a 15% to 20% reduction in the total number of operations for a multigrid solution has
been observed compared with previous results obtained in [6].
Now consider the storage costs for the prolongation or restriction processes. As an example,
let some ne mesh node lie in some coarse mesh triangle. The data and associated shape
functions' values (e.g., A1 = 0:1, A2 = 0:5, and A3 = 0:4) are stored as [32; 0:1; 0:5], where 32
is the coarse triangle's number and A3 = 1 ; A1 ; A2 . Thus, 2 oating point and 1 integer storage
locations are required per ne node. For linear tetrahedron 3 oating point and 1 integer storage
locations are required per ne node. Information about equation and incidence numbering must
also be stored and used each time a prolongation or restriction operator is used.
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Operations
PNm
Relaxations
i=2 (NITi ) (CITi )
hP
i
N1 (m ; 1)(m + 2) + 2N (m ; 1)n
Coarsest mesh
i
1 1
1
i=1 i
PNm
p
Operators
Nnodes i=2 Ni(nri + ni )
PNm
r
Residual
i=2 Ni (mi ; 1)ni
Memory space
PNm
aux
i=1 [Ni (mi + 2) + ni ]

Systems
P
Operators nt Ni=2m Ninodes
P
Equations neq Ni=1m Ninodes
P
Incidence ninc Ni=1m Niels

Table 2: Expressions for calculating the number of operations and memory space.

5 Convergence of Multigrid Methods
One important aspect of any iterative numerical method for the solution of a linear system
of equations is its convergence rate. For linear elliptic problems discretized by nite di erences
or nite elements with nested uniform meshes, the convergence rate of some multigrid methods
is presented in [2, 11, 16, 17, 18]. The solution cost for a nested iteration is linear, i.e., O(N ),
where N is the number of equations.
Non-nested meshes are considered in this paper. The main motivation for using non-nested
approximation spaces is applying multigrid to the solution of three-dimensional problems discretized by linear tetrahedral elements. For two-dimensional cases it is possible to re ne a
triangular element into 4 congruent triangles by joining the midpoints of the edges. In general,
a tetrahedron element cannot be subdivided into 8 equal elements. In some cases degenerate
tetrahedron meshes are obtained in a sequence of successive re nements [21, 22].
Nested approximation spaces are not essential for multigrid methods although they provide
many simpli cations. Non-nested meshes are more suitable for solving problems with complex
geometries and in adaptive mesh procedures. The same optimal order O(N ) can be proved for
non-nested spaces. However, the convergence rates are di erent.
Non-nested convergence aspects for multigrid procedures were presented in [11]. The convergence of a non-standard nested multilevel procedure was proved in [12] by introducing an
additional nest level in such a way that the correction scheme is applied for all levels. This
same procedure was extended to non-nested meshes in [13].
Some conditions must be imposed on a sequence of non-nested meshes to guarantee convergence of multigrid methods. The relationship between the number of elements in two successive
meshes may be arbitrary. However, the meshes must be comparable in the sense that each
element in a mesh must be covered by a nite number of elements on both the next coarser and
ner levels. Further, the number of unknowns on each level must increase geometrically with a
rate greater than 2 in order to possibly have a linear solution time [11, 22].
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The convergence of three-dimensional non-nested multigrid methods for second order elliptic
boundary value problems is proved for quasi-uniform meshes in [22], for non-quasi uniform
meshes in [23], and with arbitrary polynomial interpolation order in [20]. Similar results were
obtained in [8] for symmetric strategies in which the number of pre- and pos-relaxations are the
same on each level.

6 Numerical Experiments
In this section, the behavior in terms of number of operations and memory requirements for
sparse Gaussian elimination (SGE), conjugate gradients, and multigrid is analyzed when applied
to three-dimensional linear elastic examples discretized by linear tetrahedral meshes. A op is
de ned as a single oating point operation.
For sparse Gaussian elimination on sparse matrices, it is useful to apply a symbolic factorization procedure to determine non-zero coecients in the matrix factors [3, 19]. Thus, we know
in advance the total number of factored matrix coecients to allocate. The minimum degree
renumbering procedure was used to renumber the mesh nodes in order to reduce the ll-in [14].
For iterative and multigrid methods, the convergence criterion kAu ; bk2 = kbk2 <  with
precision  = 10;4 was used. The iterative methods are based on conjugate gradient (CG)
with diagonal (CGD), SSOR (CGSS), and symmetric Gauss-Seidel (CGGS) pre-conditioners.
Gauss-Seidel was used as the relaxation scheme in all of the multigrid methods.
All of the examples are three-dimensional. The domains are illustrated in Figures 5-8. The
body force vector is zero, i.e., f = 0 in (1). The de nitions of ;1 and ;2 are di erent for each
of the examples.
Figure 5 shows the meshes for a cantilever beam rigidly supported on one end and with an
applied distributed load along its length. We de ne ;1 and ;2 by
;1 = f(x; y; z ) 2 j ux = uy = uz = 0 for x = 0g
and
;2 = f(x; y; z ) 2 j y = ;1000 for y = 10g:
The second example is a piston with four meshes (see Figure 6). On the coarsest mesh the
boundary conditions and the applied concentrated load can be observed. We de ne ;1 and ;2
by
;1 = f(x; y; z ) 2 j ux = 0 for x = 0; uy = 0 for y = 0; uz = 0 for x = 0; z = 60g
and
;2 = ;:
A pontual load Fz = ;100 was applied at x = 0; y = 0; z = 143; 5.
The third example is a planar elliptic fracture problem in an in nite domain represented by
a parallelpiped. There are three meshes (see Figure 7). We de ne ;1 and ;2 by
;1 = f(x; y; z ) 2
and

j ux = 0 for x = 0; uy = 0 for y = 0; uz = 0 for x4 + y2  1; z = 0g
2

;2 = f(x; y; z ) 2 j z = 100 for z = 15g:
The fourth example is another planar fracture problem in a cylindrical bar, a penny-shaped
crack. There are four meshes (see Figure 8). We de ne ;1 and ;2 by
;1 = f(x; y; z ) 2 j ux = 0 for x = 0; uy = 0 for y = 0; uz = 0 for x2 + y2  4; z = 0g
8

and

;2 = f(x; y; z ) 2 j z = 100 for z = 32g:
In the last two examples, symmetry conditions were considered. The sequences of meshes
were generated by an adaptive procedure based on the Zienkiewicz-Zhu error estimator [24].
The mesh features for all examples are given in Table 3. This includes the numbers of
nodes, elements, and equations. For a sparse matrix, the table includes both the total number
of coecients for the entire matrix and the average number of coecients per row. Where
relevant, numbers for direct (NCoefdir , mdir ) and iterative/multigrid (NCoefite , mite ) methods
are included.
Table 4 includes the equivalent number of iterations on the nest mesh for any solver used.
For multigrid methods, the total number of cycles (NC), the number of pre- and post-relaxations
(1 , 2 ), and the number of intermediate cycles (0 ) are provided. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate
the results in terms of the number of operations and the memory space requirements.
For the fracture examples, the solution on the coarsest meshes was obtained by the CGGS
method. The high factorization cost on these meshes a ects the multigrid performance as
illustrated in Figures 9(c) and 9(d). The number iterations on the nest mesh given in Table 4
for the fracture problems is based on using CGGS on the coarsest meshes. The FMW results
for the cylinder example, however, were obtained by using sparse Gaussian elimination on the
coarsest mesh.

Figure 5: Meshes for the beam example (E = 1; 0  105 ;  = 0; 3).

Figure 6: Meshes for the piston example (E = 1:0  105 ;  = 0; 3).

7 Conclusions
In general, the iterative methods based on the conjugated gradient technique show superior
behavior when compared to sparse Gaussian elimination. For example, the demand for memory
increases signi cantly when using sparse Gaussian elimination (e.g., the nest mesh factorization
for the piston example requires over 800 megabytes of memory space). It is necessary to use a
model reduction or domain decomposition technique to solve this problem using sparse Gaussian
elimination.
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Mesh Nodes Elements
1
335
921
2
1130
3922
3
3024
11813
4
8633
37976
Mesh Nodes Elements
1
861
2622
2
2943
10888
3
12727
55480
4
32348
155792
Mesh Nodes Elements
1
4228
19871
2
9241
44015
3
27652
139348
Mesh Nodes Elements
1
1810
7599
2
7753
36746
3
22670
114634
4
46982
238546

Beam
Equations mdir
963 40.0
3279 81.2
8724 164.2
24606 361.9
Piston
Equations mdir
2416 75.2
8444 154.5
37188 373.2
95277 722.1
Parallelepiped
Equations mdir
11365 327.0
25184 422.0
77862 786.0
Cylinder
Equations mdir
4630 179.4
20933 428.2
63778 792.9
133471 959.3

NCoefdir
38511
266226
1432572
8904168

mite NCoefite

NCoefdir
181675
1304874
13900617
68798689

mite NCoefite

NCoefdir
3716698
10627486
61196124

mite NCoefite

NCoefdir
830385
8962786
50566338
128036645

mite NCoefite

16.0
17.6
18.6
19.6

15444
57804
162276
482364

16.4
39654
18.0 151630
19.4 722428
20.5 1948811
19.5 221037
19.8 495535
20.5 1596409
18.0
83141
19.6 409267
20.5 1309692
20.6 2746298

Table 3: Mesh attributes.

Method
SGE
CG
CGD
CGSS
CGGS
FMV
FMW

Beam
NIT NC, 0 , 1 , 2
4117
{
2361
{
1279
{
844
{
750
{
73
9,1,1,1
82
6,2,1,1
84
8,1,1,1
94
5,2,1,1

Piston
NIT NC, 0 , 1 , 2
16934
{
1441
{
1250
{
838
{
710
{
57
7,1,1,1
55
4,2,1,1
56
4,1,2,1
55
3,2,1,1

Parallelepiped
NIT NC, 0 , 1 , 2
22624
{
1513
{
269
{
180
{
161
{
125
6,1,1,1
113
4,1,2,1
270
5,1,1,1
177
3,1,2,1

Cylinder
NIT NC, 0 , 1 , 2
40705
2107
268
200
157
65
4,1,1,1
60
3,1,2,1
82
4,1,1,1
81
3,1,2,1

Table 4: Results for sparse Gaussian elimination, conjugate gradients and multigrid methods.
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Figure 7: Meshes for the parallelpiped example (E = 2:1  105 ;  = 0; 3).

Figure 8: Meshes for the cylinder example (E = 2:1  105 ;  = 0; 3).
The meshes for the beam example result in a smaller number of equations than in the other
examples. Due to the presence of large gradients in the solution, however, both multigrid and
the standard iterative techniques still require a large number of iterations to converge. This fact
explains the choice of coecients for the multigrid strategies in Figure 9.
For multigrid methods applied to three-dimensional linear elastic problems, the number of
equations in the coarsest mesh should be under 4000 to allow an ecient solution by sparse
Gaussian elimination. The number 4000 is based on the performance of current workstations
and PC's of today.
Iterative techniques are better in three-dimensional problems due to the smaller demand for
memory. The acceleration obtained by using multigrid is signi cantly superior in terms of the
number of operations when compared to conjugate gradient-based methods. The increase in
memory space caused by multigrid methods is not signi cant. This allows all data used in the
solution process to be loaded into main memory. For linear problems, multigrid is signi cantly
superior to the iterative algorithms based on the conjugated gradient technique. Multigrid is
also superior to direct sparse Gaussian elimination.
Figure 11 presents the average behavior for the examples with respect to sparse Gaussian
elimination, CGGS, and multigrid. For multigrid, the number of operations varied almost
linearly with respect to the number of equations.
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